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Abstract 

A central question in the study of the dynamics of sexually-transmitted diseases- one 

emphasized by the AIDS epidemic- is that of mixing. In this note we formulate a 

generalization of the Blythe and Castilla-Chavez social/sexual framework for human 

interactions through the incorporation of age-structure, and derive an explicit expression for 

the general solution to this formulation. An age-structured epidemic model for a single 

sexually-active homosexual population, stratified by risk and age, with arbitrary risk and age

dependent mixing and variable infectivity is formulated. In the special case of proportionate 

mixing in age and risk, an explicit expression for the basic reproductive number is given. 

Introduction 

Theoretical models have shown that the key factors, given the present information, 

determining the dynamics of HIV (human immunodeficiency virus, the etiological agent for 

AIDS) are variable infectivity and mixing. In this article, we formulate a general framework 

for age- and risk- (average number of sexual partners per unit time) dependent mixing. This 

framework generalizes those currently found in the literature and hence all specific forms of 

mixing presently used fit within our framework (for a more detailed discussion see the final 

section). In addition, we state (without proof) a representation theorem that includes a// 

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed 
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possible solutions to this framework. If preference (like-with-like, etc.) is a central (and 

measurable) determinant of social/sexual dynamics, then our representation theorem solves 

the mixing problem for a homosexual population. 

The mathematical literature on age-dependent models (see Castilla-Chavez [1, 2, 3) and 

references therein) shows that mixing determines one of the nonlinear terms. Further, in the 

absence of nonlinear per capita birth and death rates, mixing is the only source of nonlinear 

phenomena. Biologically realistic mixing terms are provided by the "mass-action" law and 

proportionate mixing. Models for the AIDS epidemic have shown that other types of mixing 

have to be explored (see Jacquez et al [4), Hyman and Stanley [5]). Our representation 

theorem provides all possible nonlinear expressions for the "force" of infection (new cases per 

unit time) and hence, opens the possibility of evaluating past and current model assumptions. 

The local dynamics of many epidemiological models are generally governed by the basic 

reproductive number (R0 ), which is usually defined as the number of secondary infections 

generated by a typical infectious individual in a population of susceptibles (see Diekmann et al 

[6]). Usually the maintenance of the disease at endemic levels can occur only if Ro > 1, and 

this fact allows one to consider strategies that can reduce R 0 below its critical value. 

Approaches of this type have long been valuable in disease management, for example in the 

development of vaccination strategies for other diseases, or in educational programs for 

reducing transmission. In this article, we note that the reproductive number is given 

implicitly by a nonlinear function of the mixing and the infectivity. Hence, it is not possible 

to find an explicit expression for the reproductive number, except in very special situations 

such as proportionate mixing. However, a formula for the reproductive number in the case of 

proportionate mixing may be very useful in order to study the relative effects of distinct 

control measures. 

In this paper for the first time, a formula for the reproductive number that involves risk, 

age, and variable infectivity is presented. For our model, R0 >1 implies the existence of an 

endemic state (i.e. the disease will be maintained). Since our main objective is to make these 

results available to those researchers interested in modelling the AIDS epidemic we 

concentrate on presenting some of our key results. Further results, more detailed examples, 

and the mathematical details will be published elsewhere (see [7]). 

Mixing framework 

We consider a single group of sexually-active homosexual individuals who are structured 

according to the following variables: a = age ; T = time since infection ; r = activity or risk 

level. In addition, we let N(r,a,r,t) denote the total population density per unit age, activity, 
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and time since infection, at time t. This population is divided into the following 

epidemiological classes: S = susceptible, I = asymptomatic infective, A = symptomatic 

infective. Note that the I class can include the traditional exposed but not infective class E, 

by taking simply the infectivity of an I individual to be zero when T is less than a given 

threshold r 0 , or by employing some probability measure on the T variable. We assume that 

T is a hidden internal variable that does not distinguish individuals other than through their 

level of infectivity, and perhaps their mortality. For the case of AIDS, we let 

T = S + J~I(r,a,r,t)dr = total age and activity-level density of the population active in 

disease transmission contacts; i.e., we assume that A-individuals ("full-blown" AIDS) are 

sexually inactive. Sexual mixing is defined through the mixing function : 

p(r,a,r1,a1, t) =proportion of partners of an (r,a) individual (i.e., a person 

of activity level rat age a) who are (r1,a1) individuals at 

timet, 

and we let 

C(r,a,T(r,a,t)) =expected or average number of partners per unit time; 

of an (r,a) individual, given that the sexually-active 

population density is T(r,a,t). We assume that C ~ 0. 

The following natural conditions characterize the mixing function: 

(i) p ~ 0, 

(ii) J~ J~ p(r, a, r1, a 1, t)dr1da1 = 1, 

(iii) p(r,a,r1,a1, t)C(r,a, T(r, a, t))T(r,a,t) = p(r1,a1,r,a)C(r1,a1, T(r' ,a· ,t))T(r1,a1,t), 

(iv) C(r,a, T(r, a, t))T(r,a,t)C(r1,a1, T(r' ,a· ,t))T(r1,a1,t) = 0 => p(r,a,r',a') = 0, 

Condition (ii) is due to the fact that p is a proportion. Condition (iii) simply states that the 

total number of pairs of (r,a) individuals with (r1,a1) individuals equals the total number of 

pairs of (r1,a1) individuals with (r,a) individuals (all this is per unit time, age, and time since 

infection). Condition (iv) says that there is no mixing in the age and activity levels where 

there are no active individuals; i.e., on the set S {(r,a,r ,a'): 

C(r,a,T(r,a,t))T(r,a,t)C(r1,a1,T(r' ,a' ,t))T(r1,a1,t) = 0}. 

Since the above properties hold for all t ~ 0, we omit t; to further simplify the discussion we 

often assume that C = C(r,a). 
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There are situations when it is necessary to consider mixing functions p which are Dirac 

delta functions (see Nold [8], Jacquez et al. [4], Blythe and Castillo-Chavez [9], Castillo-

Chavez and Blythe [10]), or, more generally, distributions or generalized functions. The above 

conditions (i)-(iv) also characterize these mixing distributions, provided that they are 

interpreted appropriately. Explicitly, two modifications to the interpretation of conditions (i) 

and (iv) are necessary: 

(i') p ~ 0 in the sense of distributions, i.e., 

ocoo 

J J p(r,a,r' ,a')f(r' ,a')dr'da' ~ 0 for all f~O, and 

00 

(iv') p(r,a,r' ,a')= 0 on a setS, which means 

J J p(r,a,r' ,a')f(r,a')drda' = 0 for all f. 

s 

In writing the conditions characterizing p we have exhibited their functional dependence on 

(r,a,r' ,a') and, for notational convenience, suppressed their dependence on t and T. 

Pair formations can involve selectivity (according to age or activity level) by individuals, 

they can be random pairings without regard to these variables, or they can be any 

combination or mixture of the two extremes. A detailed discussion of these possibilities and of 

the restrictions they place on the mixing function p can be found in [7]. 

The effects of mixing on disease transmission can be modelled through the incidence rate 

(new infected cases per unit time) or "force" of infection. We begin by letting f3(r,a,r,r' ,a') 

= the probability that a pairing between a (r ',a' ,r) infective individual and an (r,a) 

susceptible will lead to the passing of the infection to the susceptible. The force of infection 

term B takes the form : 

JooJooJoo I( I I t) I I I I r ,a 'T' I I B(r,a,t) = S(r,a,t)C(r,a,T(r,a,t)) f3(r,a,r,r ,a )p(r,a,r ,a) 1 1 dr da dr,. (1) 
o o o T(r ,a ,t) 
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since a proportion 1/T of the contacts of a susceptible individuals is with infectives. 

The implied dynamics for the susceptible class are governed by 

~~{r,a,t) + g~(r,a,t) + Jl{r,a,t)S(r,a,t) = A{r,a,t,T(a,r,t))- B{r,a,t), (2) 

where A denotes the "recruitment" rate into the susceptible class, and Jl denotes the natural 

per capita mortality rate. We observe that there are several constitutive forms of the 

interaction term p; examples without age structure can be found in Blythe and Castillo-

Chavez (9], Castillo-Chavez and Blythe (10). A table that considers several possibilities, for 

age and activity dependent mixing, can be found in Busenberg and Ca.stillo-Chavez [9], where 

the nine general cases discussed in detail include proportionate mixing in the age variable 

only, proportionate mixing in the activity variable only, and proportionate mixing in both age 

and partner variables. One of the simplest forms of mixing is that of proportionate or random 

mixing, and in our present framework, this includes both variables (age and activity level) 

and is given by a generalization of that used for situations without age-structure by Anderson 

and May (11) and May and Anderson [12): 

p(r,a,r' ,a') = C(r' ,a' ,T(r' ,a' ,t))T(r' ,a' ,t) 
(3) 

f~ f~ C(r' ,a', T(r' ,a', t))T(r' ,a' ,t)da' dr' 

This solution plays an important role in the determination of all possible solutions to the 

mixing framework (i)-(ii)-(iii)-(iv). Busenberg and Castillo-Chavez, [7) have established the 

following results: 

(I) The only separable mixing function, i.e. p(r,a,r',a') = p1(r,a)p2(r',a'), satisfying 

conditions (i)-(ii)-(iii)-(iv) is the total proportionate mixing p given by (3). 

(II) If we let 

h(r,a,t) = C(r,a,T(r,a,t))T(r,a,t), (4) 

then the general solution of (i)-(ii)-(iii) has the form (omitting time) 
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p(r,a,r',a') = p(r',a') + ,P(r,a,r',a'), (5) 

where ,P satisfies: 

OOXl OOXl 

,P~O, I Jtti(t:,a,r',a')dr'da' = 0, I I ,P(r,a,r',a')h(r',a')dr'da' = 0, and (6) 

00 00 

,P(r,a,r' ,a')h(r,a) = ,P(r' ,a' ,r,a)h(r' ,a'). (7) 

(III) If we let ¢(r,a,r' ,a'), be jointly symmetric in the (r,a) and (r' ,a') variables-- i.e., 
OOXl 

¢(r,a,r' ,a') = ¢(r' ,a' ,r,a), and assume that I I p(r' ,a' )¢(r,a,r' ,a' )dr' da' = 1 - - then 

00 

we have the following general representation formula for the mixing function satisfying (i)-

(ii )-(iii)-(iv ): 

( ' '> - -c , ')""< , , > p r,a,r ,a - p r ,a 'I' r ,a ,r,a . (8) 

Conversely, every mixing function p that satisfies (i)-(ii)-(iii)-(iv) is given by the form (8), 

where ¢ is symmetric and satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. 

Using the above results and condition (iv) we derive a fundamental explicit 

representation formula for the construction of arbitrary mixing functions. This representation 

is based on perturbations of a particularly convenient special form. 

Representation Theorem. To describe the representation formula given by this theorem, we 

let ¢:~4-+~+ be a measurable and jointly symmetric function, and suppose that 
+ OOXl 

Defining p 1 ( r ,a) by 

I I p(r',a')¢(r,a,r',a')dr'da' 5 1 and 

00 

OOXl OOXl I I p(r,a){J I p(r',a')¢(r,a,r',a')dr'da'}drda < 1. 

0 0 0 0 

OOXl 

Pl(r,a); 1- I I p(r',a')~(r',a',r,a)dr'da', 
we arrive at the following fundamental representation formula for a mixing function 

( , ') -c , ') [ p1 (r,a)p1 (r',a') ""( , ')] p r ,a, r ,a = p r ,a OOXl + 'I' r ,a,r ,a . 

I I p(r',a')p1(r',a')dr'da 

00 

(9) 

(10) 
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The converse also holds; that is, for every mixing function p there exists </J satisfying the 

hypotheses of the theorem such that p is given by (10) with p 1 defined by (9). A similar 

result holds when we allow p to be a generalized function and include the possibility of delta 

functions or other distributions 

An elementary but important result is that a convex combination of mixing functions is 
N 

also a mixing function. Specifically, if ap···aN are positive constants such that L ai = 1, 
N . i=1 

and p1, ... ,pN are mixing functions, then Laipi is a mixing function. 
i=1 

Here we include only the proof of (I). The proof of (11)-(111) and the representation 

theorem, as well as the proofs of further results for specific cases can be found in Busenberg 

and Castilla-Chavez (7]. 

Proportionate mixing (in age and risk) p is the only separable solution that satisfies the mixing 

axioms (i)-(iv ). 

Proof: 

A mixing function p is called separable if it can be written in the form 

Note that the total proportionate mixing function p is separable. 

Suppose that p is separable; then a direct substitution of this separable solution in (ii) leads 

to 

p1(r,a) = 00 1 = k (a constant). 

J J p2( r1 ,a1)dr1 da1 

0 

Hence it follows that p( r ,a,r1 ,a1) = kp2( r1 ,a1). 

We next note a useful relation obtained by integrating (iii) over the variables r1 and a' 

and using condition (ii), 

00 

C(r,a, T(r,a))T(r,a) = JJp(r1,a1,r,a)C(r1,a1, T(r' ,a'))T(r',a1)dr1da1 (*) 
0 
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which we can also write using ( 4) as 

00 

f( r ,a) = J J p( r1 ,a1 ,r ,a )f( r1 ,a1)dr1 da1 • 

0 

Substituting the expression for p in ( ** ), we obtain 

Hence, 

00 

f(r,a) = kp2(r,a)JJf(r1,a1)dr1da1• 

0 

f(r,a) 
kp2 ( r ,a) = -.=:00;r-->--.:..-<---

J J f((r1 ,a1)dr1da1 

0 

that is, p = p. Since p satisfies (i)-(ii)-(iii)-(iv) the proof is complete. 

Age and risk based model with variable infectivity 

We now use some of the above observations to formulate a specific model. A dynamic 

model for the sexual spread of HIV /AIDS in a single sexually-active homosexual population is 

given by the following set of equations for S(r,a,t), I(r,a,T,t), and A(r,a,T,t): 

~~ + g~ + J.t(a)S = A(r,a,t,T(a,r,t)) - B(r,a,t), (11) 

g! + Z! + g;+ {J.t(a) + e(a,T) + 'Y(a,T)}I = 0, (12) 

~~ + ~~ + *+ {J.t(a) + 11(a,T)}A = 'Y(a,T)I, (13) 

where 

S(r,o,t) = I(r,O,r,t) = A(r,O,r,t) = 0, I(r,a,O,t) = B(r,a,t) (14) 

and e and II denote the disease-induced mortalities. The other parameters are as previously 

defined. 

For this model, we have obtained a general expression, which characterizes the 
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reproductive number Ro of the disease. This expression is obtained by formally substituting 

the expression for the endemic equilibrium, (S*(r,a), I*(r,a,r)), calculated through the 

method of characteristics, into the force of infection, B*(r,a)=k*(r,a,p*)C(r,a)S*(r,a), where 

p* denotes the mixing at equilibrium. This substitution lead us to a relationship of the form 

00 

k*{r,a) = JJrrt f3(r,a, r,r',a1)M{k*,r,a,r1,a1)dr]dr1da1, (15) 

0 

where aM = M(k*,r,a,r', a') denotes a nonlinear functional which depends on the particular 

mixing function p* but that always has the property that M(O,r,a,r' ,a') = 0. We observe 

that k*{r,a) :: 0 is always a solution of (15) and it corresponds to the infection-free state. 

Any other nonnegative solutions to {15) correspond to an endemic equilibrium. In the special 

case where p = p, C and A are independent of the active population density T, and 

/3=/3( r ,r' ,a'), we find the that the existence of an endemic state is dependent on the value of 

the basic reproductive number given by 

a' 

oo:x> a' - f Jl(y)dy oo 

R0 = J J C(r',a'){J ex A{r',x)dx}J fff3(r,r',a')C{r',a'-r) X 

00 0 0 

r 

-J [Jl( a'+u-r )+e( a'+u-r ,u )+r( a'+u-r ,u )]du 

e 0 dr]da'dr', {16) 

which is easily computed from (15). 

The basic reproductive number is a parameter of critical importance in the study of 

disease dynamics. It allows us to study the effects of demographic and epidemiological 

parameters in disease transmission. For example, we note that Ro is given by three types of 

risk- and age- dependent expressions: those involving death-adjusted "recruitment", those 

involving time spent as infectiousy- appropriately weighted by infectivity, and those 

involving average sexual activity. Furthermore, we observe that any uniform increase in these 
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expressions; i.e., an increase in the incubation period, in the mean number of sexual partners, 

or in the recruitment of susceptibles will generate an increase in the reproductive number. 

However, a change in any of these parameters, which represents an average increase over old 

age and activity classes, need not lead to an increase in Ro, and in fact, may cause Ro to 

decrease due to the close coupling between these epidemiological parameters and the age- and 

activity level- dependent demographic parameters. The results concerning uniform increases 

agree in principle with those found for reproductive numbers for age-independent 

homogeneously mixing models, in which the reproductive number is given as the product of 

three factors: the mean infectious period, the mean number of sexual partners per unit time, 

and the average infectivity (see Anderson and May [11]). In addition, for models in which 

the mean number of sexual partners depends on the "recruitment" rate, we observe that the 

reproductive number is a nondecreasing function of this rate (see Castilla-Chavez et al. [13, 

14, 15], and Thieme and Castilla-Chavez [16, 17]). However, the lack of age- and activity

level structure makes it impossible to use these simpler age- and activity-independent models 

in the fine tuning and testing of specific control measures. The expression for Ro, given by 

Equation (16), allows us to look at the effects of potential control measures that are targeted 

to individuals of specific age and activity levels. 

Conclusion 

In this note we have extended the mixing framework of Blythe and Castilla-Chavez 

through the incorporation of age-structure, and have found the general solution to the mixing 

problem for a homosexual population. This general solution, as well as a number of other 

results, are new even in the simpler contest with no age-dependence. We have further clarified 

the role of proportionate mixing by showing that it is the only separable solution. We have 

formulated a general epidemic model for a single, age-dependent, sexually active, homosexual 

population with distributed activity levels, and have obtained an explicit expression for the 
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reproductive number for the special case of proportionate mixing. 

Our work (Busenberg and Castillo-Chavez, [7]) shows that the reproductive number is a 

complex nonlinear function of the mixing. Future work should be devoted to the clarification 

of the role of the mixing function on the reproductive number. This may be partially 

accomplished by the systematic study of special cases, such as that of preferred mixing (see 

Nold [8], Jacquez et al. [4], Blythe and Castillo-Chavez [9], Castillo-Chavez and Blythe [10], 

and Busenberg and Castillo-Chavez [7], Castillo-Chavez et al. [15], Huang et al. [18, 19]). 

We note (Andrea Pugliese's remark) that our mixing framework can be easily 

generalized to include geographical variability by assuming that each community has its own 

mixing function, pj(r,a,r' ,a'), which denotes the proportion of partners of an (r,a) individual 

who are (r' ,a') individuals and that take place at location j. Each of these mixing functions 

satisfy the mixing axioms, and hence can be expressed through our representation theorem. 

To complete the model, the specification of a migration matrix such as that of Sattenspiel 

[20,21] and Sattenspiel and Simon [22] is needed to model the movement of individuals 

between communities. Although the use of a general framework of this type could be very 

useful in theoretical consideration, its applicability to specific situations is probably quite 

limited due to the tremendous number of parameters involved. 

Finally, we note that the extension of the above framework to two-sex populations is 

quite simple and specific solutions can be found. We are presently trying to determine the 

general solution to this two-sex framework. We note that the formulation of a two-sex 

framework along the lines of the one-sex framework described in this article provides with an 

alternative formulation to that of Dietz and Hadeler [23]. Models that consider pairs and 

follow the dynamics of pairs have been studied by Kendall [24], Fredrickson [25], Dietz and 

Hadeler [23], Dietz [26], Hadeler [27, 28], and Waldstatter [29]. Analogous models can be 

formulated using solutions to a two-sex framework similar to the one described in this article. 

Our approach (one- and two- sex frameworks) has perhaps the added advantage that allows 

us to compare the results of models with pairs and without pairs (i.e. the duration of each 
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partnership is zero) from frameworks derived under the same basic assumptions. A 

manuscript discussing a model with pairs that incorporates this approach for specific mixing 

functions is under preparation (see Castilla-Chavez and Busenberg (30]). 
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